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Objective
The aim of this study is to point out the relationship between columnar
atmospheric turbidity changes and air surface temperature trend in the
Euro-Mediterranean area, characterized by a wide range of aerosol species
(from natural to anthropogenic) and concentrations.
We investigate the changes in aerosol columnar load and surface air temper-
ature over the last decades by using modelled data (e.g. MERRA, ERA5).
The focus is on both highly polluted areas and regions characterized by
natural aerosol load, to point out peculiarities in the relationship between
the variations in aerosols optical depth and surface air temperature. The
authors tried to shed light on the rule of the timing of changes in aerosols
load and likely effect on the air surface temperature trends.
Materials and methods
Grided values over the European domain (Figure 1) of air surface tempera-
ture (T2M) and Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) for the period 1980 − 2020
were analysed. Monthly averages - inferred by hourly dataset - were used
for linear trends calculations both for T2M and AOD. Left panel of Figure
1 shown the Aerosols Optical Depth mean values for the 41-years period
over western Europe and northern Africa, while right one is the subsetted
domain depicted by using an illustration adapted from Landi et al., 2018.

Figure 1. Left panel: Aerosols Optical Depth mean values for the 41-years period
over western Europe and northern Africa. Right panel: Aerosols Optical Depth
inferred by CALIOP instrument mounted on board on CALIPSO platform over 10-
years period, illustration adapted from Landi et al. 2018.

Based on the previous work curried out by Landi et al., 2018, we divided
the whole domain in two sub-areas - as shown in the right panel of Figure
1 - with the aim to roughly separate the regions characterized by antro-
pogenic (northern part) and biogenic (southern part) aerosols, as measured
by CALIOP (instrument mounted on board on CALIPSO platform). In
addition, the dataset was filtered by removing the domain pixels with alti-
tude higher than 650 meters. Preliminary subsetting method is based on a
parametric approach for both AOD and T2M trends values, as reported in
the next section.
Preliminary results
Our experiment is based on the comparison of AOD changes and temper-
ature trends in the two sub-domains: (i) the northern area, where anthro-
pogenic aerosols (e.g. agriculture, transport, heating systems, industry) is
dominant, and (ii) the southern one, where the contribution to total AOD
is mostly from biogenic particles (e.g. mineral dust from Sahara desert).
Figure 2 depicts the scatter plots of T2M versus AOD trends (left panels)
and the different domain portions (right panels) associated with them, re-
spectively . Colored pixels on the map represent the values reported in the
scatter plots. The authors define as thresholds for AOD trends (horizon-
tal solid black line) equal to zero (arbitrary choose) and for T2M trends
(vertical solid black line) equal to 0.5 degrees per decade (average value of
northern domain).

Figure 2. Scatter plot of T2M versus AOD trends (left panels). Northern and
southern parts of domain (right panels) are depicted with colored pixels associated
with the values reported in the left panels.

This experiment resulted in three major findings:
• T2M increases overall the considered domain for the period

1980-2020;
• anticorrelation between AOD and T2M trends is evident

where the antropogenic aerosols are dominant but not
where the highest contribution to total AOD is from
biogenic particles;

• the areas characterized by more (part of red circles)/ less
(part of brown circles) rapid AOD decrease and T2M
increase are pointed out.

Summary and outlooks
Our findings confirm the temperature increase overall domain considered
for this study for the period 1980 - 2020. In particular, northern part -
the most populated area - more/less rapid surface air temperature
increase (i.e. ranging between 0.15 degrees/10yr and 1 de-
gree/10yr) is associated with more/less rapid AOD decrease (i.e.
ranging between -0.025/10yr and -0.065/10yr). Further inves-
tigations are required to quantify the relationship between increase both in
air temperature and atmospheric transparency where the most of European
people lives.
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